
   

 

Adults Easily Fooled by Children's False Denials 

August 18, 2008 

Adults are easily fooled when a child denies that an actual event took 
place, but do somewhat better at detecting when a child makes up 
information about something that never happened, according to new 

research from the University of California, Davis. The research, which 
has important implications for forensic child sexual abuse evaluations, 
was presented Sunday at the annual meeting of the American Psychology 

Association in Boston. 

"The large number of children coming into contact with the legal system -
- mostly as a result of abuse cases -- has motivated intense scientific 
effort to understand children's true and false reports," said UC Davis 

psychology professor and study author Gail S. Goodman. "The 
seriousness of abuse charges and the frequency with which children's 
testimony provides central prosecutorial evidence makes children's 

eyewitness memory abilities important considerations. Arguably even 
more important, however, are adults' abilities to evaluate children's 

reports." 

In an effort to determine if adults can discern children's true reports 
from false ones, Goodman and her co-investigators asked more than 100 
adults to view videotapes of 3- and 5-year-olds being interviewed about 
"true" and "false" events. For true events, the children either accurately 

confirmed that the event had occurred or inaccurately denied that it had 
happened. For "false" events -- ones that the children had not 

experienced -- they either truthfully denied having experienced them or 
falsely reported that they had occurred. 

Afterward, the adults were asked to evaluate each child's veracity. 

The adults were relatively good at detecting accounts of events that never 
happened. But the adults were apt to mistakenly believe children's 
denials of actual events. 

"The findings suggest that adults are better at detecting false reports 
than they are at detecting false denials," Goodman said. "While 

accurately detecting false reports protects innocent people from false 
allegations, the failure to detect false denials could mean that adults fail 
to protect children who falsely deny actual victimization." 



Goodman's co-authors include Donna Shestowsky, acting professor of 
law at UC Davis, and doctoral students Stephanie Block, Jennifer Schaaf 

and Daisy Segovia. 

Goodman was among the first researchers to undertake academic study 
of children's eyewitness accounts. She is the author of three books and 
more than 170 scientific articles in the field; some have been cited in 

U.S. Supreme Court decisions. She is the 2008 recipient of the American 
Psychological Association's Urie Bronfenbrenner Award for Lifetime 
Contributions to Developmental Psychology. 
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